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From the start, we’ve been passionate about crafting 

absolutely original spirits. As we stood on the front 

porch of the old brick house, we knew we’d found the 

right place to build our distillery. 

Originally built in 1919, the home had character and 

a colorful history. As demolition began, we pulled the 

bricks from the old house down by hand and kept 

them all - even the dented ones.  Today, they are part 

of the new distillery. 

OUR STORY

What’s more, the 14,000 square foot, state-of-the-

art facility straddles the original homesteads’ artesian 

well, once the prize possession of a pioneer well-

driller. The exceptional circumstances of the drilled 

aquifer was rich enough to turn his competitors green 

with envy, and still produces the same quality water 

for our spirits.

DBD blends innovative technology with time-tested 

principles in a historic setting. We produce spirits 

that start with distiller-selected fine raw materials and 

artesian water entirely in-house with no shortcuts.

Welcome to Dented Brick Distillery.  
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RAW
INGREDIENTS

When it comes to the great and transcendent among 

hand-craft distilled spirits, what goes in rules what  

comes out. This requires the finest grain, expert growing 

techniques and passion. The beauty of making alcoholic 

spirits is all about nature. Water, Earth and Sun all have 

a hand in creating the finest raw materials, which in turn 

produce the unique flavor profiles in our hand-crafted 

spirits.

Dented Brick Distillery takes it one step further. We are 

committed to purchasing regionally produced, organic, 

non-GMO raw materials for our spirits. Our master 

distillers will be enhancing the subtleties of the minerals 

found in our artesian water as well as combining the 

essence of the raw materials creating a uniqueness all

our own.



OUR
STORY

ARTESIAN
WELL
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Serendipity is defined as an unexpected, fortuitous 

outcome arising as a result of the confluence of a number 

of unlikely chance factors. OK, so let’s call it geological 

serendipity. 

Along the Wasatch Front and for most of Northwestern 

Utah, special circumstances exist where the surface runoff 

and ground-water components of the hydrologic cycle 

cannot flow to the ocean and are limited to the Great 

Salt Lake’s closed basin. The water flows through the 

porous rock shedding impurities, picking up minerals and 

is finally forced back up to the surface under the natural 

pressure of the aquifer.

The lake-bed is a gift from heaven. The bedding plane is 

composed of a sandy gravel perfect for filtration of snow 

melt for our artesian well. Its high mineral content is ideal 

for fermentation, a dream sequence for a pure product 

from our distillery.

Water is one of the most important ingredients to the 

distillation of spirits. Weaving history and geology with the 

art of spirits and technology is what makes Dented Brick 

Distillery a new landmark in the Great Salt Lake Valley.


